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Back pain. Part II. Diagnosis and pathogenesis of chronic cases
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Abstract
Chronic back pain is often a difficult issue for therapists. Imaging examinations are not always consistent
with the clinical picture of condition and can generate false positive or false negative results. Therefore,
functional tests are frequently more useful to establish the diagnosis. Their results can be used to monitor the
rehabilitation process; moreover, they provide guidelines on the types of exercises that should be applied to
compensate for the deficits detected. In order to avoid or eliminate back pain, it is essential to maintain spine
stability, which can be impaired by the lack of muscle control.
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Introduction

(discussed in part I), who belong to the red-flag

Back pain is one of the commonest complaints

group, constitute only about 10 % of all individuals

due to which patients have to search for medical

experiencing back pain [3, 5, 14, 15, 21, 22, 23].

assistance of therapists. At the acute onset of

The remaining 90% of individuals whose back

disease, diagnostic and therapeutic management is

pain is caused by non-specific mechanical factors

well known. A separate and often difficult problem

(according to some therapists) form a relatively

is related to patients with the chronic course of

uniform group in which back pain is chronic and

disease. In such cases, imaging examinations do

recurrent [11, 26, 42].

not always allow to establish an accurate diagnosis

The International Association for the Study

and therefore, special diagnostic methods are

of Pain has defined chronic pain as the type of

indicated.

pain persisting longer than 6 months [35]. In the
majority of patients, despite the subsidence of

Pathogenesis and diagnosis
The
diseases

symptoms
depend

on

of

symptoms of a pain episode, frequent recurrences
musculoskeletal

numerous

increase their dissatisfaction with the treatment

factors:

applied. According to Liebenson [27], this situation

structural, biomechanical, psychosocial and

is predominantly associated with overemphasis

neuropsychological [9, 16, 17, 25, 41].

placed on structural diagnostic procedures, too

Contrary to the hopes placed in the imaging
tests introduced, the structural changes in patients

long lying down and too hasty qualifications for
surgery.

with back pain often do not allow to determine the

Since the structural cause of pain cannot be

causes of complaints. Patients with severe diseases

determined in the majority of chronic pain patients,

requiring immediate diagnosis and interventions,

the pain experienced should be considered a

such as cancers, spine fractures, prolapsed

symptom of functional disorders. Failed surgical

intervertebral discs or inflammatory lesions

procedures in such cases often lead to depression
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and abnormal illness behaviour, i.e. abnormal
protective reactions to physical symptoms, as
defined by Pilowsky [36].
Many physicians overuse imaging tests due
to their fear of overlooking some severe diseases,
e.g. cancers, or belief that the structural changes
found on examinations are highly correlated with
symptoms. In numerous cases, imaging tests
generate false positive results, as discopathy or
degenerative lesions. The same images can be found
in asymptomatic individuals [25, 28]. Bernstein
[6] found radiologic signs of intervertebral disc
displacement in 31% of completely healthy
individuals.
The incidence of false positive results increases
with patients` age. Thus, imaging examinations
show high sensitivity (few false negative images)
but low specificity (a high rate of false positive
images) for the diagnosis of discopathies [27].
The studies have demonstrated that patients
who underwent radiological tests were longer
convinced that they were ill and also complained

Fig. 1. Repeated sit-to-stand movements [40]

2. A repeated trunk flexion task. A patient
bends forward and straightens up as quickly as his/
her complaints allow - 5 times, which is repeated
after a short break. The times of both series are
measured (fig.2). The average norm is 7.44 seconds
(5.2 - 9.6 sec) [40].

longer, as compared to patients subjected only to
neurological examinations [3, 8, 23].
In view of unfavourable overuse of imaging
tests, Simmons [39, 40] believes that physical
performance tests are more useful for diagnosis.
They enable quick, easy and quantitative evaluation
of functional capacities of patients. Moreover,
they are easy for

patients as they are based on

the activities of daily living, which can be impaired
by back pain. For instance, bradykinesia (slow
movements) is most commonly observed in such
patients.
The set of tests to perform is as follows:
1. A repeated sit-to-stand task. A patient stands
up 5 times as quickly as possible and after a short
interval, the task is repeated. The times of both
series are measured (fig.1). The average norm is
7.35 seconds (4.5 - 11.5 sec).
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Fig. 2. A repeated trunk flexion task [40]

3. A loaded reach task. A patient stands by the
wall where a horizontal centimetre ruler is placed
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at the shoulder level. With a load constituting 5%

trunk flexion followed by straightening as well as a

of body weight (maximum 5 kg) in their hands,

full turn in the recumbent position and endurance/

patients reach forward. The maximum distance is

strength tested with loaded reaching forward and a

measured in centimetres (fig.3). The average norm

5- minute walk.

is 67.6 cm (55.5 - 84cm).

The results can be used during rehabilitation
and provide information which exercises should be
performed to compensate for the deficits detected.
Some physiotherapists question the value of
fatigue tests since their results were found to be
comparable in patients with and without pain [40].
The results of tests in patients with local
lumbosacral pain and patients with pain radiating
to the lower limbs were compared. The findings
demonstrated that patients with radiating pain had
bigger difficulties in tests with spine compression

Fig. 3. A loaded forward reach task [40]

4. A 50-step walk task. A patient walks as
quickly as possible 25 steps and returns to the
starting point. The time needed to cover the
distance is recorded. The average norm is 8.3 sec
(6.8 - 10.7 sec).
5. A 5-minute walking task. A patient walks
as quickly as possible for 5 minutes. The distance
covered is recorded. The average norm is 514 m
(28 - 683 m).
6. A full turn task. A patient in the dorsal
recumbent position makes a full turn and after a
short break turns again in the opposite direction.
The times of both turns are recorded. The average
norm 6.4 sec (4.1 - 10 sec).
7. A fatigue task. A patient lies supine stabilising
the position with the thighs and calves, raises the
upper trunk and maintains this position as long
as possible. The time he/she becomes fatigued is
recorded.
Novy et al. [32], studying the patients with
lumbar pain using the above set of tasks have
determined two factors, i.e. time/coordination
tested with a 50-step walk, repeated sit-to-stand,

loading and quick movements. Pain radiating to the
lower limbs affected also the symmetry of walking.
The steps with a painful leg were substantially
shorter than those on the opposite side. Impaired
walking in patients with lumbosacral pain was
also observed during the tasks of acceleration;
i.e. patients accelerated the frequency of steps
while healthy individuals lengthened their steps
[40]. Moreover, physical loading affected walking.
Walking was markedly slower when loads exceeded
20% of body weight [44].
Interesting observations were also provided by
sit-to-stand tasks. Patients with sacral pain trying
to stand up used fewer movements in the hip joints,
compensating for this by upward movements in
the knee joints. Noteworthy, individuals with pain
and healthy controls performed the test slightly
asymmetrically.
It was easy to anticipate that during the loaded
reach tests, healthy individuals reached further
and better tolerated higher loads. Evaluating the
usefulness of the tests described above the effects
of physical, perceptive and environmental factors
should be considered [40].
Since there are no empirically determined
norms, some therapists (especially orthopaedic
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ones) attempted to “normalise” movements or

The mechanism described above explains why

symmetry of the spine, although such attempts

lifting of a load during bending forward leads to

are not scientifically grounded. In many cases, this

lumbar spine damage. The risk of spine overloading

“normalisation” is neither possible nor indicated;

increases when bending is accompanied by turning.

the strategy adopted by patients proves most

Impaired spine stability is most commonly

beneficial and results in better prevention of pain

caused by the lack of muscle control and the

[40].

passive spine structures are subjected to secondary

According to the studies regarding the effects of

damage [18, 25, 45]. Prolonged pain is associated

pain on the range of activities, in many cases fear

with the development of atrophic lesions in

of pain resulted in more severe motor impairments

the paravertebral muscles. In such cases the

than the major cause of spine disease [2, 19, 43,

microscopic examinations show reduced density

46]. In chronic cases, such fears lead to abnormal

of muscular fibres and gradual conversion of type

illness behaviour in which despair, catastrophic

I fibres, which are to maintain posture, into type II

attitudes towards coping with everyday life, anxiety

fibres of lesser functional importance [12].

and dependence on treatment predominate [26].

Depending on their function, muscles can

In order to understand the mechanisms causing

be generally divided into superficial muscles

chronic lumbar pain, it is essential to consider the

responsible for voluntary cerebral cortex-

notion of spine stability. The instability during

dependent movements and deep muscles

flexion-extension, lateral bends and axial rotation

maintaining joint stability, whose activity relies

have been well documented in animal studies, yet

on the subcortical system [4]. The majority of

the research in human beings has been restrained

muscles of this region are involved in lumbar

by focusing on the effects of one-time high-strength

spine stability. The role of the individual groups

overloading. However, the spine instability is found

of muscles changes depending on the function

to be more commonly affected by slightly loaded

performed. At spine bending, the paravertebral

yet long-term movements repeated multiple times.

muscles-extensors control the movement while at

Besides compression, the lumbar spine joints are

extension, the control is provided by antagonistic

affected during work and exercises in the erect

straight abdominal muscles [30].

position by shear movements. They predominantly

The spine stability can be affected by disturbed

occur while carrying loads in hands when the

breathing as the majority of respiratory muscles

chest shifts in relation to the pelvis with the shear

function also as spine stabilisers [34]. The main

movement in lumbar spine joints [31].

respiratory muscles are the diaphragm, intercostal,

The study findings have demonstrated that when

scalene, abdominal transverse, pelvic fundus

the spine is in the neutral position, the main dorsal

and deep spinal muscles [20]. The most active

extensors (longissimus thoracis and iliocostalis

respiratory muscle, i.e. the diaphragm, is internally

lumborum) prevent the shearing reaction. When,

attached to six lower ribs, the posterior surface of

however, the individuals bend forward stretching

the xiphoid process as well as to the bodies and

posterior interspinous ligaments, the shearing

1-4 discs in the lumbar spine. During contraction

forces start to work [29]. This involvements of

and movement towards the abdominal cavity,

ligaments weakens the action of lumbar muscles

the pressure in the thorax decreases enabling

which are to support the spine during the action of

the inspiration; its shifting upward facilitates the

shearing forces.

expiration. The upper ribs start to move at the
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final phase of inspiration, in which scalene are

inappropriate sitting position, should be taken

parasternal muscles are involved. The movement

into account. During changes from the standing

is slight at rest and increases substantially on

position into relaxing sitting, lumbar lordosis

increased oxygen requirements, i.e. during

decreases [13]. Brüger [7] has revealed that the

physical efforts and in many metabolic disorders

spine is a part of the linkage system and explained

leading to respiratory failure. In cases of dyspnoea,

how the improper position( sunken sitting) changes

the work of accessory muscles is also observed:

the lumbi/pelvis relations as well as thorax, nape

trapezius and levator scapulae. In such situations,

and head relations (cogweel mechanism). This

the clavicular grooves deepen. Under normal

disturbs the function of the spine as the muscles,

conditions, the expiration is a passive movement

which serve to maintain the position shorten while

caused by the elastic structure of the abdominal

the antagonistic muscles lengthen (fig. 4)

wall, costal cartilages and lungs. In cases of
abnormal expiration, the air is not completely
expelled from the lungs, the movement of ribs is
reduced and paradoxical breathing can develop
during which the abdominal wall raises instead of
falling down.
Respiratory disorders can induce lumbar spine
pain. The impaired function of the diaphragm
disturbs the movement of ribs and other respiratory
muscles- abdominal transverse and deep spinal
muscles, i.e. the muscles responsible for spine
stabilisation [34].
The impact of disturbed muscular coordination
on impaired spine stability has been documented in
an interesting study with deepening of respirations
induced by inhaling the gas mixture with 10%
CO2. The results have demonstrated that forced
respiration deepening caused lumbar spine pain in
individuals keeping the load in their hands in the
reaching out position. This resulted in a conflict
between rhythmic respiratory action of abdominal
muscles and the diaphragm and the isometric
action stabilising the spine [10].
Proper muscle control and suitable positioning
of the spine allow harmless lifting of large loads, e.g.
by weightlifters; however, when they are impaired,
the complaints can develop even during lifting a
piece of paper from the floor.
Furthermore, static loading by long-term
maintenance of improper position, such as an

Fig. 4. The cogwheel mechanism accoridng to Brüger [26]

In his holistic approach, Brüger introduced
the concept of central motor regulation which
is disturbed when the musculoskeletal system
is impaired. The nociceptive stimuli from the
peripheral regions induce adaptive reactions at the
level of the spinal cord and then in the sub-cortical
system, which leads to changes in posture and
movements; the changes can become fixed at this
high level of the nervous system. If the protective
mechanisms are impaired, the new incoming
stimuli will be experienced as painful [7].
The improvement after rehabilitation cannot
be expected if the patient shows abnormal motor
activities in everyday life [24, 30, 38]. Some
researchers have demonstrated that the risk of
spine injuries is associated with gender and age.
The spinal loading endurance in women constitutes
2.3 of the endurance in men The same proportions
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have been found comparing the spine endurance
of a 60-year-old individual and a 20-year-old
individual [30].
Summing up the above considerations, it
should be accepted that the risk of damage to
spinal structures is a function of the size and
direction of loading, repetitions of harmful
movements, positioning of the spine, movement
control, current stability, as well as individual age
and gender1.
Conclusions
1. The incidence of chronic back pain is
significantly higher than of acute back pain, in
which quick imaging diagnostic procedures and
often surgical interventions are required.
2. Imaging examinations in chronic pain cases
often generate false results.
3. Functional tests can prove extremely useful
for diagnosis.
4. To avoid pain, it is essential to maintain
proper spine stability.
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